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2 IRAP; UMR 5277; CNRS and Universit�e de Toulouse,14, Avenue Edouard Belin, F-31400 Toulouse, Franeaborisova�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 07.05.2012; Aepted on 12.06.2012)Abstrat. We present a study of the ativity indiators of the single giant star OP And.Spetral data obtained with the Coud�e spetrograph of the 2m telesope of Rozhen NationalAstronomial Observatory in Bulgaria and from Narval at the 2-m Telesope Bernard Lyot(TBL), Pi du Midi Observatory, Frane, as well as data from the literature are used inorder to study the long-term behaviour of Hα, CaII H&K, and CaII IR triplet lines. Thestar has periods with variable ativity. The intensity of the CaII H&K emission lines andthe partially �lled-in by emission Hα absorption ore vary in time. OP And was on thehigher ativity level up to 1996, but for 2008 and 2010 it had a lower ativity stage. Thisfat supports the idea that the mass out�ow in OP And is ontrolled by the magneti �eld.Key words: Stars: ativity - Stars:individual:OP And -Line: pro�lesIntrodutionOP And (HD 9746, HR 454) is a variable, (V ∼ 6.21 to 6.47 mag, Samus etal. 2011) giant star of spetral lass K1 III and (B − V ) olor of 1.21 mag,(de Medeiros & Mayor 1999). Its brightness shows photometri hanges withvariable amplitude of about 0.1 mag, variable period and light urve shapehanges in di�erent observational seasons, (Strassmeier & Hall 1988) due todi�erent ool spot on�gurations.The star is of intermediate mass and its estimation, based on di�erent evo-lutionary models and Hipparos data, vary in the interval 1.5M⊙� 1.9M⊙,(Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2005, Charbonnel & Balahandran 2000). Thestar has lithium abundane logN(Li)=3.75±0.16 (Balahandran et al. 2000).This means that OP And is one of the giants with the highest lithium abun-dane and it is plaed in the region of the red-giant bump on the HR diagram(Charbonnel & Balahandran 2000).The radial veloity measurements led to the onlusion that the star isapparently single. CORAVEL spetrometry data (de Medeiros & Mayor 1999)give radial veloity RV of −42.7 ± 0.3 km s−1and rotational veloity V siniof 8.7 ± 1.0 km s−1. Similar RV values are reported earlier by Abt & Biggs(1972) and Fekel, Mo�ett & Henry (1986). 2008 and 2010 measurements fromNarval spetrometer also provide a onstant RV of −42.33±0.07 km s−1. Theonstany of the RV measurements support the idea that the star is single.Optial spetra of the star are remarkable with a strong hromospheriemission lines, pointing to an ative hromosphere. Emission in the CaII H&Klines was �rst disovered by Bidelman (1983). Hα line of the star has a omplexstruture. It onsists of partly �lled-in absorption ore and variable emissionBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



28 A. Borisova et alfeatures in the line wings. Coronal and transition region lines also present inthe OP And spetra.Flare ativity of the star is also observed. Konstantinova-Antova & Antov(2000) reported for photometri and spetral �ares with di�erent duration.They observed a photometri �are in Deember 1993 with duration > 1 h andamplitude in U olour of 0.24 mag and �ares in the Hα and CaIλ6572.78 lineson 18-22.08.1996, 2.2.1996 and 8-9.06.1996 (Konstantinova-Antova, 2001).OP And is also ative in X-rays and was observed with ROSAT (Voges at al.1999) with 0.64 soure ount-rate.1 Observations and data proessingFor our study we have used OP And spetral observations and measurementsby Fekel, Mo�ett, & Henry (1986), Strassmeier at al. (1990), Konstantinova-Antova (2001), Demsey et al. (1992), Smith & Shetrone (2000) and highresolution spetral observations obtained with the Narval spetropolarimeterat TBL, Pi du Midi Observatory, Frane.The earliest spetral observations in Hα were obtained by Fekel, Mo�ett,& Henry (1986) with the 2.1 m telesope of MDonald Observatory with aspetral resolution of 0.42 �A in 1979. Strassmeier et al. (1990) used the sametelesope with the same spetral resolution, for observations in Hα in 1983and Kitt Peak National Observatory 0.9 m telesope with oud�e spetrographand resolution of 0.24 �A for observations in CaII H&K lines in 1987. In 1998the 2.1 m telesope of MDonald Observatory with Cassegrain ehelle spe-trograph and resolution of 40000 was used by Smith & Shetrone (2000) forCaII H&K line observations. CaII IR triplet lines at λλ8498, 8542, 8662 �A wasobserved by Demsey et al. (1993) with 1.0 m telesope of Ritter Observatory,Toledo, Ohio and �ber-fed ehelle spetrograph with resolution 0.39 �A and1.2 �A in 1989 and 1990.Spetra in Hα line were obtained with the oud�e spetrograph of the 2m-RCC telesope of Rozhen NAO, (Konstantinova-Antova at al. 1995; 2005),with a spetral resolution of 0.2 �A in the period 1993 - 1996.The most reent spetral data of OP And were obtained with the Narvalspetropolarimeter at the 2m TBL at Pi du Midi Observatory, Frane, in2008 and 2010. Narval is a �ber-fed ehelle spetrometer and overs the spe-tral region from about 3700 to 10400 �A, in 40 orders aligned in the CCD frameby 2 ross-disperser prisms. We used it in spetropolarimetri mode with aspetral resolution of 65000. The basi spetra extration and redution wasperformed by the fully automati software pakage Libre ESpRIT (Donati etal. 1997), installed at TBL. For the present researh we used the unpolarizedspetral data. Analysis of the spetropolarimetri data is in progress and isthe subjet of another paper.OP And ativity has been studied by monitoring of the spetral lines Hα,CaII H&K and CaII infrared triplet at (λλ8498, 8542, 8662 �A). Measurementsof the relative intensity regarding the ontinuum (Rc) was performed for Hαand CaII IR triplet lines. For CaII H&K lines we measured the relative in-tensity of the emission ore, I/I(3950), regarding the intensity at 3950 �A. Rc



A spetral study of the ative giant OP And in the period 1979 - 2010 29was alulated as a mean value at the minimum for entral absorptions and atthe maximum for emission wings. These numbers are instrument dependant(mainly beause of di�erent spetral resolutions) and would deserve some nor-malization to enable omparison. However, the hanges in ativity level areso strong, that we onsidered that a omparison of raw measurements wasmeaningful.2 Hα line behaviour in the period 1979 - 2010Hα line of OP And has a omplex, omposite pro�le with signi�ant varia-tions. It onsists of partially �lled-in absorption ore and blue and red-shiftedemission features in the wings. The relative intensity variations of the Hαabsorption ore are presented in Fig.1. Available observations show that arelatively high intensity is measured up to 1996, and a relatively lower in-tensity is measured in 2008 and 2010. The blue-shifted emission omponent,(Fig.2), in general follows the hanges in the absorption ore, with strongeromponent up to 1996, and weaker in 2008 and 2010, when muh lower am-plitude of variations is observed.

Fig. 1. Hα absorption ore variability in the period 1979 - 2010
Hα relative intensity in 2008 and 2010 shows moderate (ompared to thelong-term Hα variability) hanges. We observed a �are event on 2 August2010 (HJD=24455411.8) with rising of the ore �lling relative intensity and



30 A. Borisova et alan opposite behaviour of the blue and the red emission wings. During thisevent, with duration of about one day, the amplitude of the variation ofthe blue-shifted emission omponent is greater than, tht of the red-shiftedomponent.Typial spetral pro�les of the Hα line in 1979 from Fekel, Mo�ett, &Henry (1986), in the period 1993 � 1996 from Konstantinova-Antova et al.(1995, 2005), in 2008 and 2010 from Narval data are with asymmetri andvariable shape. Typial spetra for these periods are presented in Fig. 3 andFig.4. Up to 1996 signi�antly �lled-in due to emission Hα absorption ore andstrong blue-shifted emission omponent are observed. Hα line pro�le in 1996,presented on the right panel of Fig.?? is taken during a strong �are event andit is distinguished with emission enhanement in the line wings and strongerin blue-shifted omponent. In 1996 maximum of the line intensity is detetedwith relative ore intensity of 0.89 and blue-shifted emission relative intensityof 1.15. Observations in 2008 and 2010 show that the line has relatively lowintensity, the absorption ore is less �lled-in and the blue-shifted emissionpeak is less intensive, lose to and even under the ontinuum level. On somespetra red-shifted emission enhanement is observed.

Fig. 2. Hα blue-shifted emission variability in the period 1979 - 2010
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Fig. 3. Hα line pro�le in 1979 from Fekel, Mo�ett, & Henry 1986 (left panel) and in 1996during a �are, Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2005 (right panel).

Fig. 4. Hα line pro�les in 2008 and 2010 from Narval at TBL, Frane. Spetra are shiftedvertially for display purposes.3 CaII lines behaviour in the period 1983 - 2010CaII H&K lines of OP And have a typial pro�le for the hromospheriallyative stars, with omplex struture and broad emission omponent. Both,H and K lines have similar intensity hanges and pro�le struture, thus we



32 A. Borisova et alrepresent only the measurements of the CaII K line. In the time interval 1983- 2010 signi�ant variations of relative intensities and pro�le struture areobserved (Fig. 5).In 1983 and 1997 OP And is observed with relatively high hromospheriemission of CaII H&K lines with a maximum in 1997. Observations before1997 show evidenes for asymmetri emission pro�le, stronger at the bluepart. On the latest Narval spetra line is learly resolved with a double-peakstruture. However this might be an observational e�et, due to the di�erentinstruments and resolution. Data obtained in 1983 reported by Strassmeieret al. (1990) show broad emission with equivalent width of 2 �A and 11 �A forK and H respetively, (Fig.6 left panel). Data taken in 1997 at Rozhen obser-vatory, (Fig.6, right panel), show that CaII H&K lines have similar pro�le,but with emission even stronger.In 2008 and 2010 we observed relatively low hromospheri emission anddouble-peak struture of the emission ore with separated V and R emissionpeaks. Suh double peaked emission pro�le is for a �rst time observed forOP And beause of the higher spetral resolution of Narval. In 2008 and 2010both, V and R omponents have a similar behaviour, generally with strongerV omponent and V/R > 1. This ratio, aording to Smith & Shetrone (2000)is an indiation for variable vertial motions in the hromosphere, with thedownward omponent being the strongest. CaII H&K line pro�les are pre-sented in Fig.7. Variations in the overall emission intensity, line pro�le andV and R omponents are learly seen. The �are event observed in 2010 inHα line is also deteted in CaII H&K lines. During the �are the V/R ratiodereases down to 1.00± 0.01.

Fig. 5. CaII K line relative intensity hanges in the period 1983 - 2010
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Fig. 6. Ca II H&K line pro�le in 1983 from Strassmeier et al. (1990) (left panel) and in1997 from Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2005) (right panel)

Fig. 7. Ca II H&K line pro�les in 2008 and 2010 from Narval at TBL, FraneFig.8 and Fig.9 represent respetively measurements and observations ofthe CaII IR triplet line at λ8542 �A in the period 1989 - 2010 and line pro�les,obtained in 2008 and 2010 with Narval. Early observations in 1989 are takenfrom Demsey et al. (1993). Our observations show slightly �lled-in variableand asymmetri line pro�le. This CaII IR triplet line is also a�eted by the�are event observed in 2010, but with a lower amplitude of variation than inHα. Interesting variations in the CaII IR triplet at λ8542 �A were observedby Demsey et al. (1993) with a very shallow line pro�le in the interval 10-23January 1989 and moderate �lled-in line pro�le on 10 Deember 1990.
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Fig. 8. CaII IR triplet line (λ8542 �A) absorbtion ore relative intensity in the period 1989- 2010

Fig. 9. CaII IR triplet line (λ8542 �A) pro�les in 2008 and 2010 from Narval at TBL, Frane.Spetra are shifted vertially for display purposes.ConlusionsHigh resolution spetrosopi data for OP And, olleted in the period 1979 -2010, indiate that the star has a variable ativity level. Although sare datafor all the examined lines, obtained up to 1996, show that the star is observedin relatively high ativity level. In 2008 and 2010 OP And is observed ina relatively low ativity level, with similar behaviour for all the monitored
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